APPEAL OF RUSSIAN POLITICAL UNION “WORKER”
The protege of the United States, opposition leader Juan Guaydo, proclaimed himself president and hurried to take the
oath. He was immediately recognized by the United States and Canada. Well, of course, Chile. But also Brazil, Argentina
and Peru! The fascist United States has once again shown who the world's first aggressor is.
Elected president Maduro is supported by the poor segments of the population, the Ministry of Defense and the Supreme
Court of Venezuela. The army said it remains faithful to the Bolivarian revolution. Now Guaydo is hiding in the
Colombian embassy.
By the way, in 2009, Guaydo joined the center-left party “Popular will”. Here is the price of the lefts in the world.
There are meetings in Caracas. The situation repeats: in April 2002, Chavez was arrested, imprisoned in San Carlos
prison, one bastard immediately declared himself president, he was immediately recognized. But the people of Venezuela
freed Chavez, and the bastard fled to the USA.
Now the US is threatening invasion, while Washington's lackeys are trying to buy Venezuela’s people by handouts.
Today’s situation could be reversed by a decisive, consistent suppression of the pro-Washington opposition with the help
of the Venezuela’ army. The United States will not be able to provide military assistance; this would have unfolded all of
Latin America against the United States. This population is 1.5 times more than in Europe and GDP is 1.5 times more
than the EU.
The important point is that although Venezuela supplies oil to the United States, Maduro and his entourage do not have
multi-billion dollar accounts at Swiss banks. Although Bolton announced the US intention to cut off the Maduro
government from sources of income, as it was in Chile and Argentina.
On the other hand, China supports Maduro and urged not to allow outside interference.
But there are two more remedies. 1) To call for a general strike demanding that the maidan oppositionists shut up their
dirty mouths. 2) Organize large-scale anti-maidan, it will turn out much better than in Ukraine! And aggressive antimaidan, with stones and bats. Lets rip mugs of maidan opposition!
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